Experimental and theoretical studies of manganese deposition on graphene/Ni(111) shows that a thin ferromagnetic Ni 3 Mn layer, which is protected by the graphene overlayer, is formed upon Mn intercalation. The electronic bands of graphene are affected by Ni 3 Mn interlayer formation through a slight reduction of n-type doping compared to graphene/Ni(111) and a suppression of the interface states characteristic of graphene/Ni(111). Our DFT-based theoretical analysis of interface geometric, electronic, and magnetic structure gives strong support to our interpretation of the experimental scanning tunneling microscopy, low energy electron diffraction, and photoemission results, and shows that the magnetic properties of graphene on Ni(111) are strongly influenced by Ni 3 Mn formation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, graphene-metal interfaces have attracted a lot of attention [1, 2] because many promising ideas of technological applications of these systems have appeared in the literature.
For example, the synthesis of large layers of high-quality graphene (gr) on metals [3] [4] [5] is considered as the most promising method, which in future may be implemented in different areas of micro-electronics and nano-technology [6, 7] . Also, graphene is found to be one of the best one-atom-thick protection layers for different substrates, metallic as well as semiconducting [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Considering the electronic structure of graphene-metal systems, graphene on these substrates always becomes either n or p doped, demonstrating, in some cases, also the overlap of the graphene π states and valence band states of the underlying material (space-, energy-, and k-vector-overlapping). Such cases are described as strongly interacting graphene with metals [15, 16] . In graphene/metal system belonging to this group, the electronic structure of graphene is heavily disturbed due to the above mentioned overlap of the valence band states of graphene and metal, leading to the loss of the free-standing character of the electronic structure in graphene.
Among the strongly interacting systems, the graphene-ferromagnet (gr-FM) interfaces are the most exciting due to their perspectives for spintronic applications. For example, it was predicted that a stack of graphene layers can be used as an effective spin filter in FM-gr n -FM sandwiches [17, 18] . The overlap of the valence band states of graphene and the FM material drastically reduces spin-filtering effect for the single graphene layer, which however can be improved via placing layers of noble metals or h-BN between graphene and the FM [18, 19] . However, the overlap of the electronic states at the interface between graphene and FM materials (Ni, Co) allows to observe the induced spin-polarization of the graphene π states that was confirmed in a series of spectroscopic experiments for gr/Ni(111) and gr/Co(0001) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and this effect can be used for an effective spin injection and manipulation in graphene.
The electronic structure of the gr-FM interface can be tailored via intercalation of different species with the aim to prepare different graphene-based heterostructures. Here, e. g., the intercalation of Fe leads to an increase of the induced magnetic moment in graphene [22] , the intercalation of sp-metals decouples graphene from the FM with the controllable modification of the graphene band structure around the Dirac point [25] [26] [27] [28] . The intercalation of oxygen leads to the formation of thin layers of oxides and the resulting epitaxial systems might be used in future spintronics applications [29, 30] . Moreover, the insertion of other magnetic atoms with open d-shells into the gr-FM interface might lead to the formation of ordered gr/FM-alloy systems with interesting properties.
Here we present systematic electronic structure studies of the system formed after intercalation of Mn in gr/Ni(111). It is found that an ordered (2 × 2) structure with respect to gr/Ni is formed at the interface, indicating the formation of a thin layer of the strong FM Ni 3 Mn alloy. This alloy is effectively protected by a graphene monolayer and the electronic structure of this system was studied via application of different spectroscopic methods, accompanied by theoretical calculations. Very good agreement is found between theory and experiment.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LEED and STM. The intercalation of Mn atoms in gr/Ni(111) and formation of the intercalation-like systems was studied in a series of experiments using STM, LEED and XPS. Fig. 1 shows large and small scale STM images of gr/Ni(111) (a,b) and of the system obtained after annealing of Mn/gr/Ni(111) at 400
• C (c-e). The respective LEED images of the studied systems are presented as insets for large scale STM data. Due to the lattice match of graphene and Ni(111) (the difference is approximately 1%), LEED and STM of the gr/Ni(111) system demonstrate (1 × 1) in-plane periodicities indicating also the high quality of this system on the large and the atomic scale. The number of defects in the graphene layer for this system is very small; however, some areas associated with the presence of the three fold rotated domains; however, a p(2 × 1) structure was not observed in the STM experiments, which reflect the local (domain) structure (see Fig. 1 ). In the XPS spectra one can assign the broadening of the Mn 2p lines to the appearance of emission satellites (marked by arrows in (d)). We believe that the increased Mn-Mn distance in the Ni 3 Mn (111) plane compared to bulk Mn leads to an increase of the Mn 3d − 3d correlations and a slightly reduced screening for the core hole as seen in other systems [34, 36, 37] . The same is valid for the description of the Mn L 2,3 NEXAFS spectra where additional weak correlation satellites are visible at ≈ 640 eV and ≈ 647.5 eV (marked by arrows) (see Fig. 2 (e) and Refs. 34, 37).
The C K NEXAFS spectra obtained for gr/Ni(111) measured in the PEY and TEY modes ( Fig. 2(g ), red dashed and solid curves, respectively) are in very good agreement with previously published data [20, [38] [39] [40] . Two structures in the ranges 284 − 288 eV and 289.5 − 294.5 eV are assigned to the 1s → π * and 1s → σ * transitions, respectively. A 5 closeup analysis of the NEXAFS spectra of gr/Ni(111) and gr/Ni 3 Mn/Ni(111) shows that the 1s → π * absorption edge for the latter system is shifted to smaller photon energies by ≈ 300 meV and the energy separation between the peaks of π * and σ * features is increased by ≈ 430 meV (the respective peak shifts are marked in (g)). This effect is assigned to the reduced n-doping of a graphene layer and its slightly smaller buckling as previously discussed [28, 38] .
ARPES. Figure 3 shows ARPES intensity maps measured for (a) gr/Ni (111) respectively. Compared to free-standing graphene, the electronic structure of graphene on Ni(111) is strongly modified due to the n-doping and a strong spatial and energy overlap of the graphene π and Ni 3d valence band states. As a result, the states of graphene are shifted to higher binding energies and the bottom of the π band is found at E − E F = −9.98 ± 0.01 eV at the Γ point, consistent with previously published data [21, 28, 30, 40] ( Fig. 3(c) ). The overlap and hybridization of the valence band states of graphene and Ni leads to the formation of the so-called interface states below and above E F [28, 41] ; they can be clearly recognised as a series of peaks in the energy range E − E F = 0 ... − 2.2 eV in the intensity profile taken at the K point for gr/Ni(111) (Fig. 3(d) ). The partial charge transfer from ferromagnetic Ni to graphene and hybridization between valence band states leads to the appearance of the magnetic moment of C atoms in graphene as confirmed in the experiment [20, 22, 39] .
The intercalation of Mn in gr/Ni(111) followed by the formation of a thin layer of Ni 3 Mn leads to the shift of the graphene π band to smaller binding energy, indicating the slightly smaller n-doping of graphene compared to the parent system. The bottom of the π band at the Γ point in this case is located at E − E F = −9.71 ± 0.01 eV, i. e. it is shifted by 0.27 ± 0.02 eV to smaller binding energies ( Fig. 3(c) ). The electronic structure around the K point is also modified as manifested by the suppression of the strong intensity associated with the interface states found in the previous system ( Fig. 3(d) ).
Adsorption of graphene on Ni(111) strongly modifies the surface electronic structure of the Ni substrate and, as was shown, leads to the shift of the surface states of Ni(111) into the energy range above E F [42] . The 2D ARPES intensity map for gr/Ni(111) (Fig. 4(a) ) shows undressed surface projections of the Ni energy bands: [43, 44] . After the formation of the thin layer of Ni 3 Mn at the gr/Ni(111) interface, the electronic structure is modified as shown in Fig. 4 which is by 5% large compared to the f cc γ-Mn stabilized on Pd(111) [47] (Fig. 5 (b) ).
For the next two systems, a graphene layer is placed either on 1 ML-thick Ni 3 Mn-layer on Ni(111) (Fig. 5 (c) ) or on a bulk layer of Ni 3 Mn (Fig. 5 (d) ). The equilibrium distances between graphene and the top metallic layer in all structures are (b) 2.04Å, (c) 2.13Å, and (d) 2.12Å, respectively.
Due to the small change of the distance between graphene and the underlying metallic support for all considered systems, before and after Mn intercalation in gr/Ni(111), an electron transfer from the underlying metal on graphene is observed, leading to n-doped graphene in all cases (see ∆ρ(r) maps in the side views of Fig. 5 ). Due to the fact that the Dirac cone in all systems is fully destroyed due to the hybridization of the graphene π and Ni(Mn) 3d states, the value of doping change after Mn intercalation in experimental and theoretical data can be compared with the shift of the position of the graphene π band at the Γ point measured for the systems before and after Mn intercalation in gr/Ni(111).
The calculated shifts of this band are 0.48 eV for gr/1 ML-Mn/Ni(111) (Fig. 5(b) ), 0.18 eV for gr/1 ML-Ni 3 Mn/Ni(111) (Fig. 5(c) ), and 0.24 eV for gr/Ni 3 Mn(111) (Fig. 5(d) ), thus supporting our earlier conclusions about Ni 3 Mn formation under the graphene layer.
The intercalation of Mn in gr/Ni(111) leads to changes of the magnetic configuration in graphene layer compared to the parent system. The resulting magnetic moments of C atoms in the considered systems are presented in Tab. I (C1-C4 are referenced to marks in Finally, it is interesting to consider the calculated electronic structure for the sharp interface gr/1 ML-Mn/Ni(111) (Fig. 7(b) ). For spin-down states, a very big n-doping of graphene is observed and the Dirac point in this case is located at E − E F = −2.3 eV. A similar situation is also found for the spin-up states although the structure of the Dirac point is less pronounced. This situation is not obvious for the case of graphene adsorption on a metal with a partially filled d shell (Mn has an electronic configuration 3d 5 4s 2 ). Here one can speculate that the half-filled 3d orbital has an orbital moment of L = 0 which leads to the spherical symmetry of atomic orbitals in Mn. Therefore Mn might behave like Ca donating electrons to graphene and producing a relatively large n-doping of the graphene layer at a very short distance of 2.04Å between graphene and Mn. This property of the Mn-intercalated layer can be used in further experiments on intercalation of Mn layers underneath graphene where the formation of Mn-alloys can be avoided.
III. CONCLUSIONS
The intercalation of Mn atoms in the gr/Ni(111) interface leads to the formation of a graphene-protected thin Ni 3 Mn layer as deduced from our experimental data. At the gr/Ni 3 Mn interface, the graphene layer exhibits a slightly reduced n-doping compared to the parent gr/Ni(111) system. All experimental results are analyzed in the framework of state-of-the-art DFT calculations, demonstrating very good agreement between all data.
The observed effects are explained by the hybridization between the valence band states of graphene and the underlying strong FM Ni 3 Mn. Additionally, the electronic structures of different gr/Mn-Ni interfaces were analysed with DFT, and we conclude that a hypothetical sharp gr-Mn interface prepared on a substrate without alloying effects would lead to strongly n-doped graphene, which can be used in further studies of different physical phenomena in graphene-based low-dimensional systems. DFT calculations based on plane-wave basis sets of 500 eV cutoff energy were performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [48, 49] . The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [50] was employed. The electron-ion interaction was described within the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [51] with C (2s, 2p), Ni (3d, 24
